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Detector(s) for the Electron Ion Collider
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[Compiled with input from recent talks by many people]
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Physics Drivers

Inclusive Processes: measure (x,Q2) over wide range
à ID and precision measurement of scattered 
electron (down to small Ee and qe)
à Hermetic and precise coverage of hadronic final 
state for hadron-based kinematic reconstruction

Semi-inclusive processes, heavy flavours, jets:
à Precision tracking, particle ID, vertexing and
jet reconstruction over a wide range of rapidities

Exclusive and diffractive processes:
à Scattered protons with large 
fractions of beam momentum in ep
à Rapidity gap identification
à Spectator tagging in eD
à Neutrons and other ion fragments in eA



Corresponding Outline Detector Concepts
An EIC General Purpose Detector looks superficially a bit like 
GPDs at other colliders (HERA, LHC, Tevatron, RHIC), except:

- More emphasis on hadronic particle ID
- More emphasis on beamline instrumentation
- Maybe less emphasis on penetrating muons

[Furletova, Kiselev, MIT Yellow Report kick-off meeting 12/19]



Limitations / Drivers from Machine

Radiation environment is
far far less extreme than

LHC GPDs

à Not driving technologies

Synchrotron fan has strong
impact on interaction region

design and hence also on
beamline instrumentation  



EIC Detector Concepts have a Long History

Ongoing `Yellow Report’ process has task of synthesising
these ideas into initial design(s) to build collaborations around



Yellow Report Detector Groups

Fast paced development …
- Subgroups meet every 1-2 weeks
- 4 Plenary workshop sessions in 2020



What is in place already? – Cartoon / Model

[Horn, Pavia Yellow Report meeting 05/20]



What is in place already? - Schematically



A bit more detail (recent baseline design)
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Interactive Detector Matrix

https://physdiv.jlab.org/DetectorMatrix/

- Summarises EIC detector outline and requirements
- Plan to link to corresponding studies



Mapping onto Specific Tecnologies

- Recent `Toy Model` baseline design, for 
implementation in GEANT etc
- Early days; by no means set in stone
- There should be more than one detector!



Detailed Considerations: Hadron Particle ID

[Example design]



Detailed Considerations: Beamline
Baseline 
design for

‘first’
interaction

Region

[See Andrei’s Talk]

Example far-forward 
(beamline) design,
meeting constraints 
of machine / IR



High energy colliders have at least 2 detectors

DOE Statement:

- We have a pretty good idea how one basic detector layout might look  
(technologies and details still being developed)

- Second detector is a blank page à major opportunity to refine and 
enhance EIC physics program

- Clear motivation to have a second GPD-type detector, to cross-check 
important results, but other considerations …

à can we base design on two complementarity 
detectors from the outset?



Complementary Detector Motivations
1) Cross-checking important results (obvious!)

2) Cross calibration (eg H1 v ZEUS)

- Combining data gave well 
beyond the Ö2 statistical 
improvement … 
- Different dominating H1, 
ZEUS systematics…
- Effectively use H1 electrons
with ZEUS hadrons
… not all optimal solutions
have to be in one detector… 

[Selected
HERA-II bins]



Complementary design of H1 and ZEUS?

User defined animation [Franz Eisele, ~ 1986]



Complementary Detector Motivations

3) Redundancy versus
unforeseen technology
problems … 
... by applying different
detector technologies 
and philosophies to
similar physics aims

4) Different primary physics focuses …
…optimizing overall sensitivity to EIC physics programme ... 

à`Complementarity` working group exploring physics 
needs and technology options 

ATLAS
CMS



Some Opportunities for Complementarity
- Solenoid field
à High field for precise measurement of high pT charged particles (scattered 
electron, leading particles in SiDIS …)
à Lower field for acceptance of lower pT charged particles (spectroscopy, 
some charm decays …)  

- Muon identification 
à Limited need for dedicated outer muon chambers (maybe for J/Y or heavy 
flavour decays?) … Are HCAL patterns enough?
à One detector could have barrel and/or forward muon 
chambers if physics motivation becomes clearer

- Dipole and low Q2 tagger set-up
à Is it possible to place Q2 gap in different places? 
à Would have implications for IR design? 

- Beamline proton and neutron instrumentation
à Place Roman pots at secondary beam focus to 
extend acceptance in scattered proton energy?

- Optimise to Performance at different √𝒔
18



EIC Complementarity through Detector
Technology Choices: e.g. Tracking Region
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[Sichtermann, Pavia Yellow Report meeting 05/20]

1) Si + TPC - Based on BeAST

- 80cm outer radius TPC
- MAPS Si inner barrels and disks 

2)   All Silicon Concept

- 45cm outer radius 
- MAPS barrels and disks (15m2) 

- Si version matches / slightly improves momentum, vertexing 
performance and saves space to implement other (PID?) detectors  

- TPC version provides PID from dE/dx & keeps low material budget

Other such examples under consideration.



Summary 

- EIC detector designs are developing fast, with many
new ideas in context of Yellow Report

- Expression of Interest Call (Rolf’s talk) provides 
framework for next steps  

… currently a world of opportunity …


